February 2012
Periodical Review: Summary of the information published on
the Jihadist Web Forums
The first half of January 2012

This report summarizes the most prominent events brought up in the Jihadi
online forums in the first half of January 2012. Following are the main issues
raised in this report:


The Chairman of Al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb's Political Committee
addresses the Algerian people, telling them to bring down the Algerian
regime.



The Emir of the “Al-Tawhid wal-Jihad” Group in western Africa threatens
France with war and claims responsibility for the abduction of three
Europeans from south Algeria.



The Emir of the Nigerian “Boko Haram” Group promises to continue with the
operations against the Christians.



The leader of the Kenya branch of the “Al-Shabab Al-Mujahideen”
movement stresses that Kenya is a legitimate Jihad arena.



The “Al-Qayrawan” Tunisian Salafi-Jihadi media institute expands its
propaganda activity and is embraced by the “Shumukh Al-Islam” Jihadi
forum.



Three new issues of the Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan.



A new newsletter called “Shahada”, focusing on the Somali jihadi arena.
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New publications
Ideology


The “Al-Malahem” Jihadi media institute, operating on behalf of Al-Qaeda in
the Arabian Peninsula, published an audio segment titled “The axis of life”
by Sheikh Narith bin Ghazi al-Nazari, also called Muhammad Al-Murshidi.
On the audio segment, Al-Murshidi speaks of worshipping god as the center
of life and the reason behind every thought and act in this world. He further
adds that the oneness of god and Jihad are the main foundations in the
lives of the Muslims.1



The “Al-Ma'asada” Jihadi media institute published a video segment
showing an interview with Ahmad Ashush, an Egyptian Salafi-Jihadi sheikh
who was released from prison in Egypt upon the outbreak of the popular
revolution there. The interview itself was about “Islam and the truth of
democracy”.2



The “Al-Kataib Foundation for Media Production”, operating on behalf of the
Somali “Al-Shabab Al-Mujahideen” movement, published a video segment
titled “If you are asked to help with religion then you must help” in Swahili
and in English, by Ahmad Iman Ali, head of the “Al-Shabab” branch in
Kenya. In the video, Iman stresses Kenyas becoming a legitimate Jihad
theater due to its war on the Muslim population sin Somalia. According to
him, the Kenya president is asking to gain supporters from countries around
the world, such as Israel, with his efforts to fighting the Muslim.3
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Sheikh Abu Saad Al-Amili, a Salafi-Jihadi sheikh whose identity is unknown
and who is a prominent writer on the Jihadi forums, addressed the fate of
Muslims residing in the West in response to a question posed by a Muslim
who wished to know whether the Muslims in the West should continue
staying there or whether they should move elsewhere, in view of the
displays of hostility on the part of racist groups and the authorities' blind
eye in this matter. According to Al-Amili, staying in a certain place is
contingent upon the Muslim's ability to practice his Islamic faith and rituals
undisturbed. Today, according to Al-Amili, the Western governments
persecute young Muslims in these countries on various pretexts, first and
foremost - the war on terrorism, because of their fear from the spreading of
Islam. Therefore, the Muslims in western countries must choose one of two
options:
a.

Find another place to live where they can practice their religion,
despite the inherent difficulty, as today all of the western countries
have sanctified a war on Islam and they seek to restrict the Muslims'
actions. Therefore, they can immigrate to the Jihad theaters to help
the Mujahideen or to territories where the Mujahideen rule, such as
Afghanistan, Somalia, the Islamic State of Iraq, parts of the Arabian
Peninsula and many regions in Pakistan, and to a lesser extent in the
Islamic Maghreb or Chechnya, or they can return to their country of
origin.

b.

To wait patiently for salvation and continue with Da'awa and with
spreading Islam. The presence of Muslims on western lands is deemed
Jihad for Allah, and they are considered to be assisting Jihad and
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soldiers awaiting orders on the part of their leaders until Allah decided
to act in the matter.4


The “As-Sahab” Jihadi media institute published an audio segment
containing interpretation to the Sura Al-Fatha, the first chapter of the
Quran, by Sheikh Khalid Al-Husaynen Abu Zayd Al-Kuwaiti, a Salafi-Jihadi
sheikh who served as a preacher in Kuwait until joining the ranks of the
Mujahideen in 2007.5



The “Al-Ma'asada” Jihadi media institute published a book titled “Placing a
mortar against the ignorance of anyone insulting Abu-Qatadah: Part two”,
by Sheikh Abu Al-Hassan Al-Azdi.6 The first part of the book was published
on November 2011.



The “Al-Ma'asada” Jihadi media institute published the second part of a
book containing an anthology of fatwas issued by Sheikh Abu Humam AlAthari, member of the Jordanian Salafi-Jihadi portal's - “Minbar wal-Tawhid”
– Shura Council.7
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Strategy


The “Al-Fajr” Jihadi media institute published a book titled “Beneficial and
Beautiful Effects of the Washington and Manhattan Raids: Testimony of
Western Leaders and Thinkers” (132 pages) by Sheikh Abdullah Al-Adam
(Abu Ubaydah).8 The book refers to the various ramifications of the
September 11 terrorist attacks, such as the attrition of the US's military
power, the transfer of the campaign to US soil, raising the awareness of the
Muslim nation to the corrupt policies of the Arab leaders, getting to know
the true face of the Ulama, the spreading of the phenomenon of using
suicide bombers as a deterring weapons and more. The book includes an
introduction, written in July 7th 2007 by Sheikh Mustafa Abu Al-Yazid, leader
of Al-Qaeda in Afghanistan, who was killed in an air strike in North
Waziristan on May 21st 2010.9
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The “Al-Fajr” Jihadi media institute published a video segment titled “The
safety of the special actions and their planning”, which is part 26 of the
series of publications titled “The terrorism industry: A course in security and
intelligence”, by Abdallah Al-Adm.10



The “Ansar Al-Mujahideen” Jihadi forum published a translation to English of
a video segment produced by the “Al-Furqan” Jihadi media institute, called
“Strong Motivation is of Great Importance”. The video focuses on one of the
attacks perpetrated by members of the Islamic State of Iraq on a convoy of
the Iraqi security forces.11
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Promoting the Myth of the Shahid


The “As-Sahab” Jihadi media institute published a video segment titled “A
Mujahid's Day – part 5”.12



The “Al-Malahem” Jihadi media institute, operating on behalf of Al-Qaeda in
the Arabian Peninsula, published another biography (part 9) of a shahid
called Fawaz Al-Maaribi (Hasan bin Abdallah bin Salih Al-Uqayli), as part of
“The Shahids of the Arabian Peninsula” series of publications.13



The “Al-Qayrawan” media institute, operating on behalf of the Tunisian
Salafi-Jihadi group “Ansar Al-Sharia”, published the first part of a series of
publications called “The Shahids of the Land of Al-Qayrawan”, containing
the biography of the shahid Yusri Al-Tariki, a Tunisian citizen who joined the
Mujahideen in Iraq at the end of 2003 against the coalition forces, Al-Tariki
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was eventually captured, thrown into an Iraqi prison and executed in
November 16th 2011.14



The “Al-Ma'asada” Jihadi media institute published a second part in the
series of publications “Biographies of the Shahids in Al-Sham”, titled “Abu
Yurib Al-Mambaji”.15



A member of the “Ana Al-Muslim” forum reported the death of the first
shahid from Oman, called Au Ubaydah Al-Omani (1992 – 2012) in the Jihad
theater in Afghanistan, and eulogized him. According to the writer, AlOmani immigrated to Afghanistan in order to undergo military training in
the training camps before he was 20. He participated in several battles
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against the Americans and the allies in the course of 2011 but was killed at
the beginning of 2012.16



The “Al-Malahem” Jihadi media institute, operating on behalf of Al-Qaeda in
the Arabian Peninsula, published the fourth and fifthe audio segments in the
series titled “Praise for the martyrs' deaths and the miracles of the shahids”
by Sheikh Harith bin Ghazi Al-Nadhari, called Muhammad Al-Murshadi.17

Magazines


New issues on behalf of the Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan for Jihadi
Magazines were published in Arabic, English and Urdu, dealing in the Jihad
theater in Afghanistan: issue no. 67 for December – January 2011 – 2012
of the “Al-Somood” magazine;18 issue no. 35 for November – December
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2011 of the “In Fight” magazine in English;19 and a new issue in Urdu for
January 2012 of the “Nawai Afghan Jihad” magazine.20



A new newsletter titled “Shahada”, published on behalf of the “Shahada”
news agency, containing a collection of news on the Somali Jihad arena.21

Reports from the field
Afghanistan – Pakistan


The Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan published a statistical report on the
number of casualties and property damage amongst the enemy and the
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Mujahideen, the number of terrorist attacks and more, for December and
for the entire year of 2011.22



The “Omar” Jihadi media institute, identified with the Taliban organization
in Pakistan, published an audio segment in Urdu containing a speech by
Swat women.23



The Taliban Pakistan organization announced the execution of 15 Pakistani
soldiers who were part of the border patrol, as revenge for the killing of
several members of the organization by the Pakistani army and for the
abduction of several of the Mujahideen's women. According to the
organization, this revenge heralds the beginning of series of acts of
revenge.24

Iraq


The “Al-Fajr” Jihadi media institute published an announcement on behalf of
the leadership of the “Ansar Al-Islam” group in Iraq regarding the American
retreat from Iraq. The group stresses in its announcement that the
American occupation has failed to eliminate Jihad and the Mujahideen and
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to safeguard Israel. The Mujahideen carried out Jihad and established it,
created new methods of guerilla warfare and attempted to raise Jihad to a
global level. The Americans have not entirely removed their military units,
but rather deployed them in permanent bases in regions where there is a
threat if guerilla warfare against American targets – both in Turkey and in
Saudi Arabia. In Israel they built an operations room for overseeing and
supervising the situation. The declaration on the American retreat from Iraq
and on the transfer of the running of Iraq to the hands of a Shiite
government connected to Iran – contain a clear message to the neighboring
Sunni countries, worried from the Shiite presence in them, meaning there is
an attempt to extort their funds to prevent an American financial collapse,
and there is an attempt to deepen their dependence on the US. The
announcement emphasized that Iraq has become a copy of the American
administration and that it is connected to it in terms of administration
according to binding agreements. The Iraqi government is tied up to its
foundations with Iran. The armed forces in Iraq were founded according to
an American school of thought in order to preserve government, as the
enemy, according to this point of view, is the people. These forces are
mercenaries with interests, managed by the heads of the Shiite political
parties and stationed as a means of oppression especially in Sunni regions.
These forces, according to Islamic law, are deemed to be soldiers of the
tyrant. The people are oppressed and misled, but trusts the generation
rising from amongst the Sunni to adopt the path of Jihad. In conclusion, the
group stresses that it shall continue to adopt the principles on which it was
founded, and continue the war until the implementation of Islam and
Islamic Sharia. The most just war is the war on a ruler who does not rule
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according to Allah's law. The group states that Iraq is still “Dar Al-Harb”, its
government is a government that has seceded from Islam, and its army is
an army supporting a tyrant, therefore the Jihad must be continued.25


The Islamic State of Iraq published reports detailing its armed activity in
the Al-Anbar Province (52 actions)26 and in the Salah-Al-Din Province and in
the north of Baghdad (30 actions).27



The “Ansar Al-Islam” group, a Salafi-Jihadi group in Iraq, formally
announced the appointment of Sheikh Abu Hashim Muhammad bin Abd AlRahman Al-Ibrahim as the group's Emir and on its swearing allegiance to
him. The group also announced it changed the colors of its flag.28 Emir
Ibrahim replaced Sheikh Abdullah Al-Shafi, Ansar Al-Islam's former leader,
who was captured by the Iraqi and American security forces on May 2010.



The “Ansar Al-Islam” group's Sharia and Judgment Chamber in Iraq
published explanations pertaining to its symbols on December 15th 2011.
One flag's name is “Al-Sahab”. It notes its size, colors (black and white)
and text: “There is no God without Allah and Muhammad, Allah's Prophet”.

Another flag is called “Al-Jabel”, depicting a drawn sword, with the text of
the Shahada. This is the flag of the group's “Al-Jund & Al-Jihad” Chamber
(the army and the Jihad).
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The group has are two types of seals. The first one is the one of the emir
and the leadership. Both have the expression “Oath of allegiance to Allah
and obeying the truth”. The emir's stamp is of oval shape and the
leadership's stamp is round. A second type of stamps belongs to the
chambers and departments. These stamps are round, and have the name of
the chamber if department imprinted on them.29



The “Ansar Al-Alam” media institute, operating on behalf of the “Shabakat
Sinam Al-Islam” Jihadi forum, published a video segment titled “Escape
from death: first part”. The video refers to the violation of human rights
allegedly perpetrated by the American forces and the Iraqi government
against the people of Iraq, manifested for example in arrests, torture etc.30
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The Islamic State of Iraq published an announcement on two terrorist
attacks it perpetrated in the Green Zone and at the Ministry of Interior as
well as a report on the terrorist attacks it perpetrated in the Baghdad
Province (37 attacks).31



The “Al-Furqan” Jihadi media institute published a video segment titled “The
Al-Anbar Spring”. The video focuses on the efforts of the Mujahideen
against the American forces and their allies, including the Shiite in the
Anbar Province in Iraq.32

The Arabian Peninsula


A member of the “Shumukh Al-Islam” Jihadi forum noted that towards
January 14th 2012 a wide-scope protest named “The wrath of Friday to help
the female prisoners in the Arabian Peninsula” is to be held. The writer
published a list of mosques in Saudi Arabia in whose vicinity protests are
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planned to be held, calling for the release of Muslim female prisoners held
in Saudi prisons. The writer asks the forum members to distribute the list of
mosques via SMS, Blackberry, What's Up, Twitter and Facebook.33



A surfer calling himself Abu Asmaa Al-Kubi, who identified himself as being
from the Arabian Peninsula, write on January 2012 on the global Jihad
network forum on the state in the Arabian Peninsula and on the expectation
of war in this region. According to him, the purpose of his correspondence is
to get to know the Persian enemy, his intentions and military capabilities,
and so that the Sunni themselves can form a front against the Persians
without need for help from governments serving foreign interests in the
Gulf.
At first, the writer stresses that the governments in the Arabian Peninsula
are governments serving foreign interest that do not adhere to their
position and are weak in face of the heretics and the decision makers
around the world. According to him, the Arabian Peninsula today has
reached a low point in terms of the religious belief and moral decadence,
but those advocating the oneness of God have risen and are now opposing
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the governments serving foreign interest. These did not hold back anything
and launched a campaign of oppression and torture following the heretics'
instructions. Thus, people rose up and outlooks of forbidden liberties
according to the Sharia and the violation of Islamic principles collided with
the principles of the oneness of God. The situation has reached such a point
where the voice of truth could not be silenced by the governments, led by
the Saudi government. These governments' fear from the heretic countries
only increased and the enemies' intention to covet the Arabian Peninsula
had increased, especially on the part of “the Persian Shiite and their allies –
Russia and China”. The Sunnis' weakness has encouraged their greed,
especially that of the religious clerics who are meant to symbolize the
nation's strength in face of its enemies.
The surfer enumerates three axels of the Shiite battle against the Arabian
Peninsula: Iraq, who will lead the ground war against the Sunni in the
Arabian Peninsula from the north-east, Iran who will manage the war from
the seam but will not be in a front directly so that the war will be between
Iraq and the Arabian Peninsula, meaning between the Arabs themselves.
Once there is a decision, Iran will be in the lead. Israel will be the third axis
of this war and will be the spark and the reason for uniting the Hezbollah
and the Syrian forces against the Arabian Peninsula from the north.
Therefore, the Gulf countries show interest in Jordan and wish to draw it to
their side so that it serves as a buffer against the Shiite.
The surfer notes that the Arabian Peninsula, and especially Saudi Arabia will
bear the burden of the campaign and its costs, as it is surrounded today
from all sides by Shiite. In terms of religions and logic, the Saudi
government serving foreign interests is not to be trusted, but one must
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prevent its isolation now. He therefore calls to the Muslims to make every
effort to push the Shiite out of this region and outline an offensive plan, in
the event the Shiite rise against the Arabian Peninsula. According to him,
north Yemen will serve as Saudi Arabia's back.
He explains the Sunni's duty now:
1. To mentally and militarily prepare for war.
2. To study the potential fighting theaters and to emotionally prepare for
the rigors of war.
3. Not to confront religious clerics who are the governments' mercenaries,
so that the Sunni can be harnessed to this war.
4. To care for honest religious clerics who will bear the flag of truth against
the Shiite, by holding meetings with them and strengthening their
resolve.
5. To pay attention to reinforcing the Jihad front in Yemen, which is Saudi
Arabia's back, by bringing in manpower and funds for Jihad.
To observe Da'awa amongst the people, in order to repair the faith and
stress the duty on Jihad in our times.34

The Maghreb


The Jihadi forums published an interview with Sheikh Abu Iyadh, considered
to be the leader of the Salafi Jihadi movement in Tunisia. In the interview,
Iyadh speaks about himself, the nature of the Salafi Jihadi movement in
Tunisia, the challenges it faces and more.35



The “Shumukh Al-Islam” Jihadi forum published an announcement on the
opening of the “Al-Qayrawan” media institute, operating on behalf of the
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Tunisian

Salafi-Jihadi

group

“Ansar

Al-Sharia”.36

According

to

the

announcement, the “Al-Qayrawan” media institute wishes to expose the
truth of the crusading war waged against Islam and to increase Da'awa for
the principle of Tawhid.37
Thus far, the “Al-Qayrawan” media institute focused on publishing Salafi
Jihadi content on Facebook and on the group's blog, and refrained from
defining itself as a Salafi-Jihadi institute. In the current announcement, the
“Al-Qayrawan” institute explicitly called itself a Jihadi institute supported by
the “Shumukh Al-Islam” Jihadi forum. This constitutes a change in the
group's pattern of behavior, expanding the group's propaganda system and
searching for additional target audiences identifying with the Salafi-Jihadi
ideology.



In a new video tape reaching the French news agency, Hamadah Ould
Mohamed Kheirou, leader of the “Al-Tawhid wal-Jihad” organization in west
Africa, threatens France with an all-out war due to its aggression against
Islam. He further stresses that his organization is responsible for the
abduction of three west Europeans from the Al-Rabuni camp on October
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23rd 2011 in south Algeria. In the tape, Kheirou refers to his group's vision
and noted that Jihad must be launched in all of Africa until Sharia is
implemented and that Jihad will reach everywhere as it is necessary.
According to various estimates, the organization members are Arabs from
northern Mali, led by Kheirou who was, in the past, a member of Al-Qaeda
in the Islamic Maghreb, left it due to differences of opinion to found his own
Jihad group.38

Hamadah Ould Mohamed Kheirou, leader of the “Al-Tawhid wal-Jihad” organization in west
Africa



The “Al-Andalus” Jihadi media institute, operating on behalf of Al-Qaeda in
the Islamic Maghreb, published an audio segment titled “Urge the believers:
A speech in honor of our people in Algeria”, by Sheikh Abu Abdullah Ahmad,
head of Al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb's Political Committee. In the audio
segment, Ahmad accuses the Algerian regime, led by President Bouteflika,
of betraying the Muslim nation and of hurting the Islamic religion in view of
his efforts to appease France and the US. The treason is manifested, for
example, in the opening of offices for the CIA and the FBI in the Algerian
capital and in opening military bases on behalf of the US army in the
Sahara. According to him, this trend contradicts the values the sons of
Algeria fought for in the past against the colonial occupiers. According to
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him, Bouteflika has succeeded to a certain extent in his propaganda war
against the Mujahideen, and in presenting them in a negative light, as well
as emptying Jihad of its true meaning. In light of the above, Ahmad calls to
the Algerian people and the sons of the Sahara to turn to Jihad and bring
down the Algerian government.39



The “Al-Andalus” Jihadi media institute, operating on behalf of Al-Qaeda in
the Islamic Maghreb, published a warning message to the European
countries, whose citizens are held captive by the organization. The
organization notes that it has learned the crusading alliance led by France is
planning together with the Algerian and the Mauritania governments to
launch a military attack against the Mujahideen for the purpose of liberating
the western captives held by it. According to the organization, France has
not learned from the past when it tried to rescue its kidnapped citizens, an
attempt that ended in failure and that cost the lives of the captives.
Therefore, the organization stresses to these countries and particularly to
the captives' families in France, England, the Netherlands and Sweden, that
it will not be responsible for the fate of the captives if their governments
elect to use a military option. The organization wished to stress a number of
points:
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a. Turning to a military action on the part of France, England and the
Netherlands against the Mujahideen in northern Mali will be deemed as
a death sentence to their citizens.
b. In the event the European countries elect the military option, causing
the death of the kidnapped, responsibility for their death shall lie with
those taking part in the military action, the European countries and their
allies in the Sahel region.
c. The organization does not wish for this scenario but rather for a just
arrangement. Therefore, the captives' families should exert pressure on
their governments to abandon their support of the military option.
d. The organization addressed the media in Europe, asking them to refer to
this issue and portray the military option as a political adventure that
may shed the blood of its captive citizens.40

Al-Sham


The Political Committee of the “Fatah Al-Islam” organization, a Salafi-Jihadi
group identified with Al-Qaeda, published on January 1st 2012 an
announcement referring to the Palestinian component in the Syrian
revolution and the revolutions in the region. The announcement reviews the
state of the Palestinians in Lebanon and in Jordan and the relationship
these two countries have with the Syrian regime. The message notes that
the arrival of the revolution to Jordan worries the Gulf States. It concludes
with stressing that if the Palestinians wish to be independent in their
resolutions and not serve as a playing chip for anyone – they must support
the Syrian revolution and the revolution in any other Arab country, but not
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get dragged into fighting in Lebanon or Jordan, but rather leave it to the
people of the country, as every country has its tyrant and dictator, and the
Palestinian

people have tyrants

and dictators

hat

are the

various

organizations.41


The Political Committee of the “Fatah Al-Islam” organization, a Salafi-Jihadi
group identified with Al-Qaeda, stresses that the events in Syria are not an
internal dispute within the people that will end soon, as depicted by the
enemies, but rather an uprising in the full sense of the word. Therefore, the
situation should be closely monitored and the truth on the events in Syria
must be explained to the Muslim nation.
The Committee dismisses the role of the Arab observers in Syria, does not
see it as having any use, and calls to the Syrian people to bear arms
against the Alawi regime and to fight back, while carrying the flag of the
oneness of God. The Committee promises that the “Fatah Al-Islam”
organization will fight with them under this flag, and warns the “opposition
organizations” serving the government to cease their activity “and not be a
reason for instigating strife between the Syrians and their Palestinian and
Lebanese brothers”.42



The “Ansar Al-Ilam” Jihadi media institute published an interview it held
with Abu Abdullah Al-Muhajir, spokesperson for the “Nation's Army in
Jerusalem”, a Salafi-Jihadi group in the Gaza Strip.in the course of

the

interview, Al-Muhajir referred to the nature of his group, its way and
objectives, collaboration with other Jihad groups outside of the Palestinian
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territories

such

as

Afghanistan,

their

position

towards

the

Hamas

government, the scope of Shiitization in the Gaza Strip and more.43

Egypt


The “Al-Faruq” Jihadi media institute published a book titled “Bilal Fadl,
Satan's Muezzin” by Sheikh Ahmad Ashush, one of the senior members of
the Salafi Jihadi movement in Egypt who was released from prison following
the revolution in Egypt. In the book, Ashush accuses Bilal Fadl, a liberal
Egyptian journalist, of secularism, heresy and of transgressions against the
Islamic religion.44



The “Al-Faruq” Jihadi media institute published a video segment with an
interview the “Al-Aharam” Egyptian daily newspaper held with Sheikh
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Ahmad Ashush, one of the senior members of the Salafi Jihadi movement in
Egypt.45

Africa


Bombs detonation in churches in Nigeria on Christmas Eve.46



The “Al-Kataib Media Foundation” media institute, operating on behalf of
the Somali “Al-Shabab Al-Mujahideen” movement, published a message on
the overtaking of the city of Beldwin by the Ethiopian forces.47



The “Al-Kataib Media Foundation” media institute, operating on behalf of
the

Somali

movement's

“Al-Shabab
members

Al-Mujahideen”
succeeded

in

movement,
stopping

noted

an

attack

that

the

of

the

“collaborating/polytheist” forces in the Islamic Kalkud Province. According
to “Al-Kataib” this was the first attack initiated by the enemy this year that
has received support from the Ethiopian forces.48


The “Al-Kataib Media Foundation” media institute, operating on behalf of
the

Somali

“Al-Shabab

Al-Mujahideen”

movement,

announced

the

completion of a military course for the dignitaries and leaders of the Denali
Province.49


The “Al-Kataib Media Foundation” media institute, operating on behalf of
the Somali “Al-Shabab Al-Mujahideen” movement, reported that the
movement members succeeded in ambushing soldiers from the Kenyan
army in the Kido Province and has eliminated six of them.50
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The “Al-Kataib Media Foundation” media institute, operating on behalf of
the

Somali

“Al-Shabab

Al-Mujahideen”

movement,

noted

that

the

movement succeeded in capturing a number of Kenyan soldiers in a special
operation.51


The Jihadi forums published a new video tape of Sheikh Abu Bakker, the
emir of the “Ahl Al-Sunna Al-Da'awa wal-Jihad” Group in Nigeria known as
the “Boko Haram” Group. Up to the publication of this video, Abu Bakker
was thought to be dead after being attacked together with his partners in
2009 by the Nigerian security forces. In the video the emir responded to
the recent statements made by Goodluck Jonathan, the Nigeria President,
against the group's members and on his declaring a state of emergency in
several regions in Nigeria after the group claimed responsibility for the
terrorist attacks perpetrated against a number of churches in the country
on Christmas Eve, killing about 70 people. In the video, Abu Bakker
condemns in the Hausa language the criticism against the group members
as well as the claim they are misled or their comparison to cancer.
According to him, the group members do not wish to prohibit anything and
the only thing on their mind is to follow the path of Allah. This way one
could live in peace. According to him, the Nigerian president knows that he
will never be able to stop his group's momentum and that its members will
never be defeated by the Nigerian security forces. He further noted that
everyone knows what the Christians have done to the members of “Boko
Haram” and to the Muslims, and called them to repent. He stressed that the
“Boko Haram” members have decided to attack the Christians and defend
themselves in face of their actions and that “We are on the just path”.52
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The emir of the “Al-Shabab Al-Mujahideen” movement, Mukhtar Abu
Zubayr, called to the Somali communities outside of Somalia to extend the
movement material and moral support. His statements were broadcast on
the movement's “Al-Andalus” radio station. He called to the members of
these

communities

to

immigrate to

Somalia

and

face the

Somali

government alongside the movement's fighters. He justified the need for
suicide attacks and described them as “sacrificial acts for Allah”. The report
on the movement's emir's statements mentioned that the movement uses
social websites and networks on the internet to recruit foreign Somalis to
their ranks.53


The “Al-Kataib Foundation for Media Production” published a message on
behalf of the Somali “Al-Shabab Al-Mujahideen” movement reporting on the
allegiance sworn by a Somali tribe called the “Gaaljecel Clan” to the
movement. This tribe is known for helping the Mujahideen and in providing
funds and children for Jihad. The movement notes that this allegiance
sworn is a result of the Mujahideen's good treatment of the tribes, such as
giving justice in Islamic courts when deciding in issues that were pending
for many years, promising stability and courses held by the movement's
Da'awa office. The message stresses that this swearing of allegiance at this
time is the best answer to the Ethiopian forces' attack on the movement.
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One hundred dignitaries from the tribe swore allegiance to the movement in
the presence of Sheikh Ali Mahmoud Raji, on behalf of the movement's
emir. The oath was given as follows: Sheikh Raji explained the meaning
and the duties it entails. Afterwards, each person approached Sheikh Raji
and swore allegiance to him in public. The oath was constructed as follows:
the person giving it shook the Sheikh's hand, and the Sheikh said a few
words on accepting the oath.54



A surfer on the “Hanein” forum raises the question of whether the “AlShabab Al-Mujahideen” movement must take steps to follow the Islamic
Emirate of Afghanistan who declared its willingness to open a political office
outside of Afghanistan, apparently in Qatar, in order to reach an
understanding with the international community for the end of the
bloodbath in the country. The surfer asks whether the “Al-Shabab AlMujahideen” movement has already begun taking such steps, such as the
retreat from Mogadishu. The surfers dismiss his statements and believe that
the “Al-Shabab Al-Mujahideen” is continuing with their battle and that it will
be beneath them to open an office in a land that has “crusader bases”, such
as Qatar. Other say that the Mujahideen will not give up the option of Jihad,
they may negotiate with the heretics, but will make no concessions, unless
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terms are presented, the first of which is the complete retreat of the foreign
occupier, the release of prisoners and the implementation of Allah's law.
Such a negotiation will not prevent the continuation of Jihad against the
enemies of Allah, harming the Muslims and their honor. Another surfer
explains that if the movement wishes to open a political office in order to
clarify its point of view, the idea of Jihad and its objectives before the
regional and international communities, then it is better it approaches
Eritrea, where most of the Muslims sympathize with the movement.
Another surfer disagrees and notes that Eritrea has no capabilities in the
field of propaganda for the movement to deploy its ideology. The Taliban
elected Qatar as it has advanced media capabilities.55

The West and the rest of the world


The “Jund Allah Studio” Jihadi media institute, operating on behalf of the
Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan (IMU), published a video segment
translated into English, titled “Mother Remains Steadfast” by Abu Ibrahim
Al-Almani, a member of the movement of German citizenship, originally
from Morocco.56



The supervisor of the “Voice of the Caucasus” section, Abu Hanifa Shat AlArab, published a statistical report on behalf of the Islamic Emirate of the
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Caucasus, referring to the overall casualties and terrorist attacks in the
Emirate's provinces in the course of 2011.57


The “Sawt Al-Islam” Jihadi media institute, operating on behalf of the
Turkistan Islamic Party, published a video segment titled “Us and the
People of the Strong Khorasan – part one”.58



The various Jihadi forums reported on the launching of a new Jihadi forum
in Turkish, called “Cihad Biz”. This forum, according to the reports, is
supposed to serve as “a representative of out Jihadi propaganda in Turkey”.
It was also reported that the forum's main objective is to arouse the
believers to adhere to Jihad while exonerating the Mujahideen from the lies
hurled at them by their enemies.59

General reports


The “Shumukh Al-Islam” Jihadi forum wished to express its heartfelt
gratitude towards the surfer community in the Jihadi forums, towards the
veteran Jihadi propaganda institutes such as “As-Sahab” and the new ones,
such as the “Al-Qayrawan” media institute and anyone taking part in the
Jihadi propaganda campaign.60



A member of the “Al-Fidaa” Jihadi forum asked the forum members to
provide information on the warden of the Dhaban Prison in Jeddah, Saudi
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Arabia, such as his name, age, photograph, place of residence, daily
schedule, type of car he drives and more.61


A member of the “Al-Fidaa” Jihadi forum published an ontology containing
the entire publications of Sheikh Ayman Al-Zawahiri, Al-Qaeda's leader
(audio segments, video segments, articles and books).62



The “Al-Fidaa”, the “Shumukh Al-Islam” and the “Ansar Al-Mujahideen”
Jihadi forums announced the opening of an “open forum” with Sheikh Ali
Diri, the official spokesperson of the “Al-Shabab Al-Mujahideen” movement.
According

to

the

announcement,

Muslim

and

non-Muslim

surfers,

supporters and opponents of Jihad may address questions on various issues
to Sheikh Diri between January 4th and 14th 2012. After the period of time
allotted for the surfers' questions the Jihadi forums will publish the Sheikh's
answers. The announcement further stated that the “open forum” with
Sheikh Diri has been made possible thanks to collaboration between the
GIMF and the “Al-Kataib Media Foundation” media institute, operating on
behalf of the Somali “Al-Shabab Al-Mujahideen” movement.63
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The general manager of the “Shumukh Al-Islam” Jihadi forum, known as
Abu Ayman, announced the opening of the forum gates to registering new
members.64



A member of the “Al-Fidaa” Jihadi forum, called Abu Maysarah Al-Gharib,
referred at length to the electronic Jihadi as another type of Jihad.
According to him, Jihad today is an individual duty imposed on every
Muslim when “electronic Jihad is no different in its nature and value than
any other type of Jihad, such as military, economic, political and
propaganda Jihad […]”. According to him, electronic Jihad is a tool through
which the enemy's technological systems and its sensitive interest can be
harmed. Generally speaking, use of electronic Jihad can be done from any
computer screen at home, its impact and damage to the enemy's interests
is immediately apparent, and its use does not involve any danger.
Therefore, every Muslim perpetrating electronic Jihad is deemed to be a
Mujahideen even if he is far away from the battlefield.
The writer stresses that electronic Jihad contributes to combative Jihad, as
through it one can learn of modern fighting techniques and the way to use
them, track the enemy's movements and more. Once this information is
uncovered it can be sent to the Mujahideen in the field by way of publishing
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it in the forums or blogs or by sending it to certain correspondence
addresses on the internet.
Electronic Jihad also contributes to the financial Jihad, because of the ability
to raise awareness for an economic boycott on the enemy, meant to
manifest itself in ceasing collaboration with companies and factories
threatening Islam and the Muslims, by not purchasing their products and
more.
Electronic Jihad also contributes to the ideological Jihad, by providing a
platform for writers, scholars and propagandists to express their opinion in
face of the enemy.
Therefore, electronic Jihad, as stressed by the writer, has an important
contribution to all other types of Jihad. According to the writer, in order to
achieve these objectives several methods of operation can be used: (a)
espionage and surveillance over the enemy and after strategic information
pertaining to him; (b) corruption and shutting down of websites by
spreading viruses etc.; (c) marinating continuously the communication with
as large a number as possible with Muslim addressees in all the languages
all around the world so they can exchange ideas undisturbed etc.; (d)
building websites specializing in electronic Jihad, where material on the
rationale of electronic Jihad, its objectives, tools etc. is concentrated; (e)
distributing advertisements ad banners calling for Jihad against the
enemy.65


A new blog belonging to Sheikh Abu Mariya al-Filastini, operating from
Jordan. Its address: http://tawhedwjehad.maktoobblog.com/. The
Sheikh is a student of Sheikh Abu Muhammad Al-Maqdisi.66
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The manager of the “Al-Jahafil” forum addresses the forum members and
its supervisors, noting that recently there has been a violation of the
forum's rules, causing its members and even its supervisors to question the
religion of certain surfers and accuse them of heresy. He calls to abandon
this path, provide answers in a polite manner, and report any member who
does not respect the rules and disparages the Mujahideen or the nation's
religious clerics. He reminds that the forum is meant to spread Islamic
awareness and help the Mujahideen everywhere, and not to accuse Muslims
of heresy. The surfers side with this call made by the forum manager. One
of the supervisors claims that the current state was a result of the delay in
taking steps against members who arouse conflict and the absence of any
response on the part of the senior supervisors to the warnings of the other
supervisors. A surfer on the forum explains that he has stopped writing
there

after

all

his

statements

were

removed

due

to

their

being

misinterpreted by the forum managers, who didn’t even try to warn him,
despite the fact that all he wanted was to help the Mujahideen.67


A member on the “Shumukh Al-Islam” Jihadi forum published an ontology
for downloading to the personal computer containing video segments, audio
segments, articles and more, published on behalf of Khalid Al-Husaynen
Abu Zayd Al-Kuwaiti, a Salafi Jihadi Sheikh who served as a preacher in
Kuwait until joining the ranks of the Mujahideen in 2007.68
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A prominent writer on the “Shumukh Al-Islam” Jihadi forum called Ashiq AlQaeda, published correspondence titled “Iran… and the next earthquake in
the region”. According to the writer, the Middle-East has been experiencing
recently major changes following the American retreat from Iraq and the
Arab revolutions, especially the one in Syria. In his eyes, Iran will stand out
as a major player and as the main influence on the territorial changes about
to occur. According to him, Iran's ambition to expand in terms of territory
as is currently occurring in Iraq constitutes a great danger, no less than the
American occupation. To that end it is willing to cooperate with the West
against the interests of the Muslim nation, expressed for example in
opening its gates to the Zionist-Crusader alliance so that it can operate
from its soil against Afghanistan and Iraq. The Gulf States, according to
him, invest funds, which they have stolen from the nation, in increasing
their weapons arsenal and are concentrating efforts in obtaining nuclear
weapons as part of the race against Iran.
Its support of Islamic movements such as the Palestinian Jihad and the
Hamas continues as long as it believes it will serve its purposes. Therefore,
the minute the Hamas leaders refused to continue supporting Bashar alAssad's regime in face of the massacre of his people, it has stopped its
funding of the Hamas.
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The writer adds that the hostility existing today between the US and the
Jews and Iran is a true hostility and the possibility that Israel will attack
Iran is viable, despite the series Iran provides them in their war against
“terror”.
According to him the Americans and the Jews have an interest in leaving
the region in its current state, meaning with an ongoing absence of stability
in order to neutralize the threat to Israel in view of the changes in the
region. Israel itself is following with concern the development of the Arab
revolutions in face of the threat they pose to it, and therefore has begun
considering the construction of a separation fence along its border with
Jordan. In light of the above, the US and the Jews wish to exploit the
hostility between the Sunni and the Shiite in order to drag them into a
bloody war. The writer believes that this war is inevitable and that a dispute
is close to breaking out between the two. He contends that there is very
little possibility to preventing this conflict and that is a concession on the
part of the Shiite on their aspiration for territorial expansion in the region,
however, in actuality the main problem is that Iran does not hide its true
ambition to spread towards Yemen, Bahrain, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and
Lebanon. As for Iraq, it is inevitable that a conflict will break out there
between the Mujahideen, led by the Islamic State of Iraq and its allies such
as the “Ansar Al-Islam” group and other groups, and between Iran and its
allies such as the Mahdi Army, who will not be willing to easily concede
Iraq. In view of all of the above the writer emphasizes that the Mujahideen
are the only element that can protect the nation, and therefore it must have
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the support of the nation to help in the war against the Shiite alliance and
the Crusader-Zionist alliance.69

Facebook


A link to a new Facebook page named “The propaganda forum of the
Salafiyya Jihadiyya”. The first correspondence on the page is dated
December 26th 2011.70 Up to now the page received 97 “likes”. In the
information segment regarding the page it was written that it was
constructed in the “countries of Islam” and that its purpose is to publish any
material on the Salafiyya Jihadiyya, news, visual publications and audio
publications in all the countries of Islam. It is apparent that the forum is
connected to the supporters of the Jordanian sheikh, Abu Muhammad AlMaqdisi, currently incarcerated in a Jordanian prison.71
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